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February, 2010

Greetings!

Welcome to this, the very first issue of Cats with Thumbs.  I am excited 
and a bit nervous about the whole thing, I must admit.  I wasn’t really sure 
what to expect when I elected to do this starting up an online Literary 
Blogzine (and Scratching Post!.)  I am still not sure what to expect.

What has happened so far has been terrific.  The contributors to this issue 
are makers of poetry and fiction whom I enjoy reading, whose work speaks 
to me at a level that I can’t explain, but know that I like.  It is akin to a too 
short a moment of enjoyment of passing aroma on the late spring winds, 
there and gone in just a moment, yet the memory lingers.  The best part 
of this regarding Cats with Thumbs is that I get to go back and re-read it 
any time I want to.  Have that tantalizing aroma waft over me again...and 
again.

This is a fine bunch of writers for this issue, with different voices and 
things to say.  So, gather round, get comfortable and enjoy this first issue 
of Cats with Thumbs.

mark Stratton
Editor at Large

Please, feel free to send your thoughts and comments to catswiththumbs@
inbox.com. If there is enough response, we may have a letters column.
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Lawrence Gladeview

Whitney From Work

 she
 wears
 beads of pearls
 with 
 every 
 outfit

 in 
 high school 
 the 
 backseat beauties
 wore 
 the 
 pearl 
 necklaces

 larry  

 “yes whitney?”

 the 
 men’s room
 toilet
 needs plunging

 “yes ma’am
 right away”

 boy
 i miss
 those
 backseat
 beauties.
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Cookies for Supper

 the front
 door latch
 in pieces
 
 a hole
 in the
 den ceiling

 the upstairs
 toilet lever
 hangs

 ants were
 sprayed for
 last week
 
 my parents
 call it a pit

 i call it
 mine.
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Jade Zirino

Will I Remember You, Old Earth

 
 This tilting horse carriage
 The high, lilting voice of the driver
 rockabies me to sleep all along a soft burned road.

 Beside us, a white poodle wades in the river, 
 curly fur dripping, wet black nose.
 
 The river, dusted with good deeds
 crumbs of burgundy, yellow, and green leaves 
 tree branch ashes, ragged reveries
 and memories left in shambles,
 sweeps away all I once knew.
 
 “Will I remember you, old earth?” my body, like a tuneless ukulele, 
 squeaks in a nightmare.
 
 We’ll no longer talk beside tombstones.
 There will be no dust where we’re going— 
 no whirling, choking wind, 
 no mosquitoes.  
 
 Beyond the river and the soft burned road,
 tears once shed will water 
 the grass
 and the grass will open up 
 to curious fingers.
 
 Yellow cabbage plants, baby’s breath, wisteria, holly hocks
 will flourish, despite the many doubts.
  
 Dozing off until early dawn, the body I almost loved rises, 
 and to you, earth, I am no longer bound.
 
 The white poodle, cleaner than before, steps out of pristine water
 and leaves behind wet trails and puddles of peace
 that trickle toward limbo.
 My smiling self is cleansed in clear water,
 left to dry in hopeful blue.
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Regina C. Greens

this ain’t no stinkin’ love poem

 shelby and davey 
 on the bus together 
 riding downtown 
 on a tuesday night 
 
 shelby was scribbling in a blue notebook 
 that she shoplifted from the walgreens 
 davey looked past her 
 out the grimy window 
 
 shelby never let davey read any  
 of her poetry 
 which made him think all the poems 
 were about him 
 
 he looked at her sideways now 
 a stubby pencil in her mouth 
 he wished he could kiss her 
 right there 
 on that stinking bus
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shelby untitled

 shelby drives the midnight shift 
 making up wild stories 
 flirting with the hem of the highway 
 it’s not easy to relax with shelby 
 the way she risks it all 
 the way her eyes glaze over 
 during the long passive stretches 
 i can hear her humming 
 and out of the blue  
 she quotes sylvia’s 
 ‘the hanging man’ 
 
 “By the roots of my hair some god got hold of me...” 
 
 i could sleep then 
 knowing her unrequited love 
 her face wiped clean
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shelby no. 1

 poetry is a stripper named shelby 
 flashing a shiny breast  
 wild cheers erupt 
 
 fringed hips make my head swim 
 her signature move 
 involves some audience participation 
 
 i reach under my shirt 
 for a spare rib 
 offering it 
 teach me to do that  
 
 poetry is a quickie in  
 a dark bathroom 
 with shelby
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Allen Smith

Pessimism

 Every time I throw
 A pity party
 No one comes.
 And the gods laugh.

kkk
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The Limb of a Tree 

 Like the limb of a tree
 I break
 And anyone can see
 That I am weak.

kkk
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Angie Werren 

 your face young again 
 smudged & creased with folded years 
 sketched on rice paper 

 

kkk
 
 doves sift snow for seed 
 silent cat feet agitate 
 ruffled feathers flee

kkk
 
 he remembers as she passes 
 laughter  /  her blonde hair 
 the smell of mandarin-orange 
 the scratch of wool 
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planet pomegranate

 fated fruit
 
 we will burst you wide open 
 our falcons will tear your forbidden flesh
 
 red commandments will spill forth 
 we’ll embroider your image on sacred robes

 we’ll store secret meteorites on the shelves of paradise

 we’ll force zeus down from his mountain      angered 
 by our juice-stained fingers

 we will wear you like a serrated crown

 count the seeds
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stay off the back roads

 there’s always rat snakes in the tobacco field
 she says and rolls down the window
 doesn’t this car have a lighter

 well   /   don’t that beat all

 she starts to hum one of the songs
 we used to sing in church

 I remember sneaking out of youth group
 matches and malboro reds  /  bought
 with stolen collection-plate money

 hiding behind that stone bible in the cemetery
 no one ever smelled smoke on the preacher’s kid
 and if they did  /  they weren’t telling

 the sun shines too bright through empty branches 
 it hurts the eyes  /   breaks into pieces on the river
 like rows of car windows in a junkyard
 good day for a funeral  /  she says

 cold hangs in the air like tombstones

 you know I told him she says  /  I told him
 then she stops talking
 rolls the cigarette between her fingers

 she looks at the houses flying past like abandoned railcars
 boards on the doors  /  gaping windows  /  sad sagging roofs
 and she sighs

 I really believed him this time
 I honest-to-god thought he quit
 I forgot about the snakes  /  shiny black and thick as a tire
 yeah  /  she says  /  there’s always snakes
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Neil Reid

Fisher Boy

 Like ten years old, I remember waves,
 remember brawn that pushed then pulled.
 Surely some arm must have been inside
 that frothing elemental thrust.

 Then it shatters milk glass on rocks,
 as did my will to remain one stance.
 Rather, turbulent retreat.

 Feet tumble, a scattered flock
 away, away, climbing sky.  Yet
 hands stroke back in sight towards

 Banded green curves just out of reach
 Some fearless breath.  And now

 I find myself outstretched, beating wings,
 waves unmet, counting seven by sevens.

 Where hands like gulls thirsted far flight.
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Sleight of Hand

 It’s in the way silver wings swim beneath a shouldered sky
 and a mighty tall ship flies on white at oceans heights.

 It’s all very reasonable I know, about displacement and
 lift, about desire, or maybe what the cook had for dinner
 last night.

 But I say feel the touch on your fingertips,
 how sky tries to hide inside your ears, how
 the deck throbs like rocks are underfoot.
 
 It is declared, an alchemy!
 Unearthed, unabashed, inherent communal attributes
 of mattered matter to wanna do these improbable things.

 Lest we forget where we are, who we are,
 and just how what’s implied can be expressed
 first-hand.  Close as a breath.
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Clancy Jones

Little Bear

 I am waking up from sweetest delusions
 to a world that has grown enviously green
 and I find my hands have turned to claws,
 no doubt scratching for you even in dreams.

 Your face is the wind,
 a distant and intangible thing
 and I live in a place of earth
 giving homage to the ground
 I tread with heavy feet.

 At midday the trees grow restless
 and my bones become lazy,
 swallowing the sun as a vision of you
 stains my wandering mind
 like bits of berries at home in my teeth.

 A spring spent as a newborn tag-along
 playful and holy in innocence
 proceeds long, lonely summers
 of praying to your ghost in shade.
 Autumn finds me starving,
 chasing rivers for a prize catch
 and winter arrives with the departure
 of my consciousness,
 air as cold and needy as my slowing pulse-

 without a word or warning,
 in a silent slumber
 you finally surround me.
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Dreamling

 Pour me into your wine glass,
 melt my skin into copper
 so you can see the colors
 brought on by the flame.
 I need you
 to miss the way I taste.
 I am a dreamling made of tears
 and tested by the ground
 that trembles with desire
 to fill the sea.
 This is hopelessness,
 says the bird to the fish.
 The girl with the swimming fins
 fell asleep
 to her saddest love song again.
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Andrea Blythe

Nature’s Mandala

 A butterfly is colored sand,
 the artful details pinched
 into existence by hunched angels
 in red-orange robes, so that one day
 a single finger can swipe away
 the powdered power
 of its flight.
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All That is Left Behind

 Today I can laugh. I have a feeling
 that I won’t be able to tomorrow,
 and since I am traveling cross country,
 the skies are clear, the water is sparkling,
 and various shades of blue and green
 run in long streams beneath the bandages
 of all that is left behind. The wounded
 carry their burdens stacked in a great display
 of architecture upon their backs. What impresses me
 is the way numbers of this magnitude
 are eventually no big deal. We ease
 into these suits of sorrow as though
 it’s just another Tuesday.
 Just another hour, another minute,
 another second swimming by. The sea rolls in,
 the sea rolls out. The sky dims to red.
 I wish only for more time.
 I wish for more. I wish.
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Therese L. Broderick

Everything I Know about Football 
I Can Say with Haiku

 
 Bowls fill and empty --
 hawks carry balls on the field.
 Same game of sevens.
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The Best Have No Time For It

 The top doctor had too little time
 to be sad for my father. Don’t you know
 that he’s dying?  the good man asked me
 alone in his office, a prognosis
 never uttered by my sad, sad mother.

 If only I had been taught when younger
 that there’s no spare time to be sad, 
 I might now be happy doing good deeds 
 in Africa, cleaning water wells, or mending
 at least a few children’s cleft palettes.

 Instead I spend my hours and days
 crying for the least among us --
 for all those who will never make it
 to the surgeon’s table, or never be able
 to answer Yes to a simple question.

 How sad is that silence.
 How sad it is for me to be writing this.
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Kathy Nguyen

untitled

 after the AA meeting
 everyone files out
 with cigarette fingers

 
kkk

 

 blowing dandelions--
 a little pigtailed girl
 near the dandelion fountain

 
kkk

 

 such winter stillness!
 at the bus stop
 a woman puts on makeup
 above a silver puddle
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 in your absence
 I draw your face
 in the clouds
 hoping
 you’d drift towards me

 
kkk

 

 on the porch swing
 the sun decides to rest
 next to me
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Timmothy Edge

Selection

 “better if humans never were”
 he wrote boldly
 convinced of our immorality
 while a raccoon
 learned from a crow
 to use tools

 earth before
 earth again
 smiled at folly’s
 insistence
 simple joys
 in chaotic systems
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Paradis

Untitled

 The same sound
 day after day
 rain keeps falling

kkk

 The sun reflected
 in every window
 downtown
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Angus Woodward

Bad Celebrity Storm

 A message came in over the wooden radio that a celebrity 
storm was headed our way, swirling in out of the oceanic hotspots to 
the north.  There was plenty of advance warning, as the roar of camera 
shutters could be heard for hundreds of miles.  Most of our neighbors 
rushed to the hardware store as soon as the news came in, stocking up on 
batteries, 35mm film, sunglasses, and steel umbrellas before supplies were 
depleted.  Some speculated that this would be the big one, that it would be 
like the epic, five-star storm that had blasted the mountain ranges when 
our grandparents were children, reducing many majestic peaks to mere 
hillocks.  Certain annoying types pounced on every minor increase in star 
power and every fluctuation in the storm’s bearing as evidence that the end 
was at hand, that our valley would soon fill to the brim with supporting 
actors, drowning us all in a torrent of self-importance.  As the tempest 
came closer, I grew just as irritated with those who too easily dismissed 
our peril.  They reminded the rest of us that there had been dire warnings 
before, and the result had often been pointless hysteria, with the storm 
reduced to a deleted scene by the time it reached us, leaving only enough 
extras to obscure the lawn and downing just a few branches.  There were 
broadcasts of fools in low-lying areas who bragged that they could ride 
out the storm, who had wild gleams in their eyes, who reasoned that they 
had lived there for forty years without suffering injury, so how could this 
storm hurt them?  Certain eccentrics managed to blend both inflation 
and diminishment of our jeopardy by broadcasting images of themselves 
standing at the edge of the forest as the tempest slowly bore down on the 
plains, their hair dramatically tousled by buffeting gusts of relief pitchers, 
voices raised over the thud of backup singers against their titanium 
parasols.  They were foolish enough to stand in the path of the storm, and 
doubly foolish to pretend any real danger had yet arrived.  The gusts were 
nowhere near Oscar-force, and the umbrella was hardly necessary in the 
face of those intermittent showers of state legislators.  
 The invasion started in the middle of the night.  It began with 
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sparse showers of shuttle astronauts and reality-show rejects, who landed 
softly and began wandering the lonely streets.  Radio DJs, voice talents, 
hand models, and second-string quarterbacks started falling thickly soon 
after.  By morning the streets were crowded, and a steady drizzle of guitar 
heroes, best-selling authors, and network anchors descended from dark 
clouds.  The storm grew hotter and hotter as the day wore on, and at its 
peak a heavy torrent of leading men, sex symbols, hall-of-famers, and 
living legends raged through the streets.  Then the eye passed over our 
community, and for half an hour the streets were like library hallways, only 
the occasional anonymous mutter interrupting the silence.  The storm’s 
fury seemed redoubled when it resumed.  Phenoms and next big things 
went hurtling through the air, stripping limbs and toppling trees onto the 
houses of the unfortunate.  The radio reported that an elderly woman had 
wandered into her back yard during the eye and become disoriented, and 
the return of the storm made her feel insignificant.  Night fell before the 
storm began to diminish, and we all fell asleep to the sound of washed-up 
athletes and flashes in the pan colliding in the dark.
 Morning came.  The storm had transmogrified the landscape.  
Cracked actors lay everywhere, and children wandered out, trying 
to reconstruct scrambled scenes.  One-hit wonders and heavy-metal 
drummers dangled from the highest limbs.  Spokesmodels flooded the 
gutters, and vast ponds of talk-show hosts lay in the fields.  The city sent 
out limousines to collect the hottest stars, buses for the others.  When the 
sun came out that afternoon and began melting the remaining celebrities, 
I took a rake from the garage and started making piles of role models near 
the street.  I saw my neighbors come out one by one to do the same, and 
we waved and nodded to one another, then worked steadily for the next two 
hours.  At that point I heard a sharp tapping sound up the street, coming 
closer and closer.  Here came Loni Anderson in a red dress, looking a little 
disheveled.  We all ignored her as she passed by.  After all we had been 
through, no one really felt like asking for an autograph.
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Catfish McDaris

Greed Smiles With Temptation

 Laughing Turtle warned me not to deal with the Mexicans from 
Los Lunas. She said no good would come from it, no matter the profit. I 
usually listened, but there was big money to be had and the cookie jar was 
down to crumbs.
 They dealt out of a snooker hall and had direct connections with 
Sinaloa. Between the tomatoes there,  they grew some damn powerful 
marijuana. It was cured to perfection, then bricked into kilos. The Santa 
Fe Chief delivered it north of the border, tucked away here and there in 
boxcars.   
 My first transaction was for ten kilos at $60 each. I had four 
amigos on the streets dealing lids. I knew the more hands that touched 
the weed, the lighter it got and the more likely the police might come into 
play. I walked away with $5000 profit, on my trial run. I kept it semi-small 
at first. I didn’t want to flash a lot of bread around, but I bought a new 
Thunderbird and a diamond ring for Laughing Turtle.
 “What you are doing is evil,” she flushed the ring down the toilet 
and refused to ride in my car.     
 “One more time, baby, then I’m through, I promise. We can go 
to Mexico or Peru for the winter.”       
 “I won’t go anywhere with money made from dope selling,” she 
said through her tears.   
 I had a bad feeling, about my last deal. It was for a 100 keys. I 
bought a M-16 and had it modified to fire fully auto. My banana clips held 
50 rounds and bullets tumble from the barrel of a 16  and pulverize and 
shred. My connection didn’t want any part of such a large shipment, so I 
had to take delivery straight from the train. 
 I had an old Chevy truck with a souped up motor, my 
machinegun, and the money beside me.  I smelled rip off, my senses were 
honed sharp. Three pistoleros drew down on me . I opened up, stitching 
smoking eights into the boxcars. The train boys hit the road hard. I got the 
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smoke, then went by the pool hall and left a lead calling card for the set up 
man. 
 Loading the Thunderbird with money and weed, I drove to 
Laughing Turtle’s.
 “Yes,” she said. 
 “Come with me, please,” I said.       
 “Where?”  she asked.
 “You’ll see,” I replied. Driving up to Sandia Crest, the stars 
gleamed down upon the high sierra.
 Stopping at a deserted spot, I opened the trunk.
 “There’s all the money and weed.” I took a gas can and dowsed 
the car and weed and money. I put a rag in the opened gas tank. I handed 
her a book of matches. She handed them back.
 “It’s for you to do,” she said.       
 “You’re right.” Whoosh, into the black void.     
 “I wondered how long it would take.”
 “For what?” I asked. 
 “You  to lose your greed.”        
 Her hand found mine and we started our twenty mile walk down 
the mountain
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Tom Mach

Doll House

 Thirty-year-old Leland Parker only visited Johnnie’s bar after 
work when he had a stressful day as the marketing director for Turbo 
Engineering. The company was about to launch a new version of a 
portable digital media player with more bells and whistles than before. 
This afternoon, the heads of the various departments—engineering, 
product development, sales, packaging, finance, corporate management, 
and marketing—all met for three hours with the ad agency to discuss 
the company’s introductory campaign. Leland found the meeting 
unproductive because the engineering head got so involved with this 
creation that he got carried away with technical details. All Leland wanted 
to do was to decide on an approach on bringing the damn thing to market.
 At least at Johnnie’s he could unwind with a few drinks before 
heading home. The only real kick he got out of life was making love to 
Nancy every day. When people asked him what his hobbies were they 
expected him to say something about electronic gadgetry. Except for one 
item he bought from Turbo, he had no personal interest in those things. 
He preferred a simple, uncomplicated life like the Amish.
 He looked at his watch. Five-thirty. He told Nancy he would 
be home by seven, so he’d have plenty of time to mull over his day with a 
Southern Comfort Manhattan and later pick up some groceries on his way 
home. A relaxing evening was in store for him.
 When he opened the door to Johnnie’s a brown-and-white 
English Foxhound jumped up at him, snapping and growling. Leland 
backed away, his heart pounding.
 “Lucky, stop that!” Holly Baxter ordered.
 “Hey, Holly,” Leland said, “when did you get the dog?”
 “Last week,” she said, holding a device in her hand as she 
sauntered over to the animal. “This bar’s been robbed a couple of times, 
and I thought I’d get myself a dog to scare off anyone who looks suspicious. 
I suppose your face resembled one of the guys who emptied my cash drawer. 
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Sorry about that.” Holly flicked a strand of hair from her forehead and bent 
down to pet Lucky, who resumed his restful but watchful pose. “I love him. 
He’s a great watchdog.”
 “Did you buy Lucky from another owner?”
 “See? He even fooled you. No. I bought him from your 
competitor—Jayson Electronics.”
 “Oh, I should have known. Jayson introduced a line of dog robots a 
couple of years ago. This one looks like the real thing.”
 “Yeah,” Holly said, stroking its fur, “but I save a lot on dog food 
and don’t have to take him out every day for a walk.”
  “But doesn’t he scare away the customers?”
 Holly pointed toward her bar, crowded with people, some on 
barstools, others at tables. “Does it look like he has?”
 Leland shrugged. “I guess not.”
 “Like I say, he only barks and gnashes his teeth if he sees someone 
who looks suspicious. I programmed photos of hundreds of felons into his 
memory chip and I suppose you might resemble one of them. See how he’s 
wagging his tail? I think Lucky realized you’re not a criminal.”   
Holly looked up at Leland. She had her chestnut hair in a ponytail, making 
her look far younger than her twenty-eight years. She wore a red skirt and her 
white blouse was partially unbuttoned. She grinned when she caught him 
staring at her cleavage.
 “If I ever get to meet Nancy,” she said, “I’ve got to tell her you’ve 
got a roving eye.”
 He felt his face grow warm, but he knew she was right. His live-in 
girlfriend would probably be jealous of Holly. After all, Holly was a gorgeous 
lady who retained her Savannah accent, had flirting blue eyes, and a firm 
derriere begging to be touched. 
 Holly got up and gave him a friendly kiss on the cheek. “I have to 
get back to work and make sure the servers are doing their jobs. Why don’t 
you bring Nancy over sometime? I’d love to meet her. What do you want to 
drink? The usual?”
 “Yeah,” he said taking an empty bar stool. As he waited for his 
drink he wondered what he was doing working for an electronics firm.  While 
he was familiar with the gadgets Turbo had produced—portable media 
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players, DVD recorders, cell phones, computers, and other products—he 
really only enjoyed one of them. It was a cleverly designed robot that was 
more successful than that mechanical dog Jayson Electronics marketed. 
He wondered if it was true that electronic gadgetry only dissociated people 
from having one-on-one contact. Aren’t folks losing touch with each other 
because of text messaging and video conferencing?
 No sooner had Holly delivered him his drink when an attractive 
young lady took an adjoining stool and said “Hi.”
 “Hi,” Leland said, observing the woman from a reflection in the 
mirror behind the bar. Her hair was golden, her lashes long, her eyes blue, 
and her lips enticing.
 “My name’s Bambie,” she said softly. “You come here often?”
 The delightful scent of her perfume teased his nostrils. “Every 
now and then,” he said. “How are you doing, Bambie?”
 “Fine.” She went on to chat about her previous boyfriends, how 
she won the title of Miss Beachwear in Miami, her interest in a modeling 
career, and her upcoming trip to the Caribbean. 
 Leland finished his drink. “Sounds like you have a lot of things 
going on in your life.”
 “I do,” she said with an infectious smile. “You haven’t told me 
much about yourself, Leland. Are you married?”
 “No. I’m living with my girlfriend. She’s delightful and never 
gives me a hard time.”
 Bambie laughed. “That’s the best kind of girlfriend to have.” She 
placed the tips of her fingers on his hand. “Mind if I ask you something?”
 “Of course not.”
 “I live only a block away, and I was wondering if you’d like to 
come to my place for a little while. We’ll have some fun together.”  She 
pressed her hand against his. “What do you say?”
 Guilt shot through his system like an ice cold shower. What 
about Nancy?
 “I don’t know, I—”
 “It’ll be fun, Leland. We’ll have a good time. C’mon.” She got up 
and almost pulled him off the barstool. 
 Leland paid for his drink and let her take his hand as she led him 
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out the door. Holly saw them leave and stared at him with a knowing smile. 
Leland hoped Holly would keep his infidelity a secret from his friends.
 Once at her apartment, Bambie invited him to her bedroom.  
 “I’m going to make myself a little more comfortable,” she said as 
she stepped out of her skirt. “So you’re in the electronics business, huh?” 
 “Just the marketing end of it.”
 “Do you like it?” she asked, removing her bra.
 “Yeah, but I don’t much care for those gadgets. I mean some of 
them are useful, like that robot dog Holly owns, but I like things that are 
real, you know?”
 She tossed her bra on the floor. “I know what you mean. These 
are real. No silicone. Here, feel them,” she added, lifting her breasts with 
her hands.
 Leland had to admit her breasts were gorgeous. They were large 
and firm, but not as perfect as Nancy’s. The chill from his guilt returned. 
Oh, God! Nancy!
 “I’m sorry, Bambie, but I’ve got to run.”
 “What!”
 He looked at his watch as if he really cared what time it was. 
“Damn, it’s already seven. I really have to go.”
 Bambie shook with anger and Leland was sure she was going to 
slap his face, so he made a quick exit to the door. His heart racing, he could 
hear her screaming at him as he ran down the hall. He didn’t blame her 
for being upset, but what could he do? He didn’t want to be unfaithful to 
Nancy.
 When he opened the bedroom door, Nancy was already in bed, 
waiting for him. Her eyes twinkled and a warm smile caressed her face.   
 “Did you have a nice day, dear?” she asked.
 “I did,” he said. “We’re going to launch a new product.” No way 
was he going to tell her about Bambie. 
 “That’s wonderful, sweetie. Would you like to make love before 
having dinner?”
 “That’s a great idea,” he said. He pulled down the shade and 
quickly undressed. “You are absolutely wonderful, Nancy. There are few 
women who would put up with me like you do.”
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 Her smile widened. “Would you like to undress me, honey?”
 “I sure would.” After removing her bra and panties, he slowly 
entered her. Nancy felt warm and wonderful.
 “I missed you,” he said, kissing her. He waited for her response, 
but there was none.
 “Nancy?”
 Still no response. Her eyes closed and her body became still.
 “Oh shit!” he said. “I told those stupid Turbo engineers to fix 
this problem What a time to run out of battery power!”

KKKKK
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Annie Evett

The Assignment

 Maria flipped the photograph onto her desk in disgust. Her usual 
meticulously tidy desk was strewn with articles, paper clippings and books 
of all sizes; each threatening to make a bid for freedom and topple from 
the edge at any moment. She smoothed her coiffured hair-do and tapped 
her french polished fingernails on the wooden desk top. No matter what 
research she did, it all seemed to lead to the same conclusion. If she were to 
take this new assignment, everything she held dear, felt passionate about; 
would change; forever – if she survived. 
 She had seen other operatives from the Firm accept similar 
assignments. Some came back within a year or two; their eyes glazed, 
babbling nonsense; their brains obviously twisted from the constant 
torment they had endured.  The Firm was accommodating in placing 
them in some sort of role within the company – the law required that – but 
Maria knew that these returned ghosts were not the same inside.  Their 
cold harshness and drive had simply been destroyed. 
 She picked up a framed photograph from under a pile of clippings 
and brushed her hand over the three faces stoically looking out at her. Pam, 
Fiona and she had reached base camp of Everest – no small feat. Maria 
allowed an expression of regret to pass her lips as she wondered for the 
thousandth time what had happened to Pam. She’d left quickly; no-one in 
the firm spoke of her but she long suspected that Pam had taken on the role 
that had just been given to her.  Perhaps she was one of the lucky ones to 
escape, but unable to make contact with her former life. Maria hoped so; 
she had learnt so much from her previous mentor. 
 Maria looked again at the research laid out in front of her. A new 
language was one thing – but it was a complete culture change. The way 
these people dressed, approached each other; the things they discussed; 
in fact every part of their lives were so foreign to hers, she could hardly 
believe that she would be able to undertake this assignment. She shuddered 
in disgust, vehemently swearing that she would never truly lower herself to 
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their level; inside she would remain poised, in control and intelligent.  She 
wondered again why she - over all others would be handed this role. She felt 
unprepared and nervous – emotions she was not comfortable with. Maria 
smoothed an imaginary hair down and straightened her suit jacket. She 
would take this role, complete it and return to the Firm, just as strong, her 
dignity, her emotions and drive strong and intact – a beaming icon.; proof 
that she above all would not be beaten where others had failed.
 Maria knew she needed to get up to speed with the phraseology 
and the specific slang – as the language was only one aspect.  An expert 
on goal setting, she settled herself down to make a list of the reasons why 
she absolutely had to be pitch perfect with this new language.  She was 
determined to be able to communicate effectively and pass herself off 
admirably as one of them.  During her time within this new assignment, 
she would be in contact with professional people, so she listed the resources 
she would need to be familiar with in their language in order to get her 
outcomes from them. She would need to ask for help; momentarily gasping 
at the thought;  on how to operate the intricate machinery involved with 
everyday life. She would need to go out and shop, conversing with these 
people in order to gather the items she required.  A fashion page fluttered 
open to a page.  Yes, she would need help on what appropriate clothing 
to wear so she would fit in. She shuddered closing the magazine up. How 
could those people live like that ; and look happy about it? Her fingernails 
needed to go; as would her visits to her stylist. Maria wondered if they had 
stylists where she was going.  By the looks of the photograph she had held 
and the fashion pages, almost certainly not. Perhaps she could broach it 
with her stylist, use a bit of the language on her and see if she reacts. (new 
paragraph) She would most certainly have to find new accommodation – 
for the time being at least.  Her swanky inner-city highrise unit was not 
suitable at all. Its proximity to the resources and  places she needed to be 
familiar with during her assignment was not adequate. Perhaps she mused, 
she could rent it out for a while and then come back to it. She’d would need 
to buy a car in their language – to suit her situation.  Maria groaned.  She 
loved her purple MX5 with its gorgeous soft leather seats. Perhaps she 
could put it in storage till she was done.
 Suddenly she gasped, realizing that her estranged mother would 
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certainly be familiar with – or at least know people who spoke the language. 
She groaned, playing a scene in her head of her approaching her mother 
and her cronies. She needed to swallow her pride. Maria needed to be up 
to speed immediately and had to accept that she was not an expert on 
everything. Maria looked over her notes again.  There were cultish sub 
groups that formed in the mornings where she was going. She knew she 
needed to join one of these and be able to converse in a way they did not 
suspect her past history. She had already joined an online group and was 
astounded at the information shared amongst this group.  Her head swum 
with the unfamiliar terminology and concepts it discussed. The graphic 
video footage available made her stomach queasy; but she knew she would 
draw strength when required to undertake all aspects of this new role.
 Maria had fleetingly thought of not taking the assignment; but 
that went against her strong ethics. There were ways it could be explained, 
disguised and hidden, but she knew that any skeleton in the cupboard could 
be brought out and shaken at you when a promotion was being flaunted 
about.
 Her office door opened and Mike shouldered his way in, smiling.  
He placed the big bunch of flowers he held on her desk. Tiffany and Chrissy 
hovered at the doorway, clutching helium balloons proclaiming their 
congratulations. 
 “We’ve just heard!” Chrissy squealed. Mike shrugged. “You know 
you can’t keep secrets here”
 “So” Tiffany began carefully, “How does it feel?  You know….” 
Her eyes plainly jealous and pleading.
 “I’m not going to die if that’s what you’re asking.  I am coming 
back as soon as this is all said and done and nothing is going to change”
 The three in the doorway looked at each other smiling. Mike 
patted her on the shoulder and asked, “Would you like this afternoon off or 
need to sit down at all?”
 Maria shrieked “ I’m only pregnant, I’m not sick!  Now get out – 
I have a lot of research to do before my maternity leave starts.”
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